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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Ford Focus
RS. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. Europeans did this
to us. They made us crave the Ford Focus RS, a street-legal rally car with way too much
turbocharged power driving the front wheels. Read more. AutoNation Ford Miami. Ford of
Kendall. On the upside: the Ford Focus RS is a sleeper - the ultimate car in the hot hatchback
category. With multiple driving, suspension, and stability control modes, this car is competition
ready right from the factory. Handling is razor sharp. The car sticks to the road like glue. All this
from a four-door hatchback that seats five passengers and h I would say the car is fun to drive, I
drove the version that had the Sony sound system which was excellent. Manual transmission
was great with positive engagement, although the clutch similar to the mazdaspeed 3 which
shares the chassis engag Best Hot Rod I every had and I am 76 year old. Back roods no-one
could stay with me, inter state MPH. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers
in Fort Lauderdale FL. Ford dealers in Homestead FL. Ford dealers in Naples FL. Ford dealers in
Okeechobee FL. Ford dealers in Fort Pierce FL. Ford dealers in Fort Myers FL. Ford dealers in
Key West FL. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They
contacted me promptly, but it was sold before we made up our minds. Really like this color and
model, please contact me if any more come up. Messaged back and forth, as car I was looking
for was gone. After Agreeing to give them a chance to find me other options they stopped
responding. We had an appointment set up but the vehicles battery was dead and we couldn't
even test drive it. Great dealership. Great communication! I have had many questions and
request and they tried to accommodate all my requests that they could. As I am waiting for my
Subaru Ascent, we became interested in a vehicle for our son and purchased that during this
time. Everyone we talked to was very nice, returned texts and phone calls. I highly recommend
them! Thank you, Kari D. This vehicle sold before we got there, we could not make a deal on the
Lariat, the salesman was great though! Peyton from Crater Lake Ford contacted me by text,
email and finally by phone. He was very informative, helpful and convincing. The Hyundai
Accent I inquired about had been sold, however he quickly assessed my needs and
recommended a Toyota Prius that just arrived on their lot. He sent me a personal video, pictures
and information in an email. I became very interested in a car I had not ever considered. The
truck sold, but they were very clear in communicating that information, so I didn't waste my
time and could move on in my search! Great experience ,helpful staff, no pressure. Dallas M
was super to deal with. Highly recommend this dealership. Called , and was very efficient!
Hopefully will have the car by Monday Delivered for free!!!! Quoted a price via email, but then
started playing the games, and wasn't willing to negotiate. Pretty disappointing. Even though I
haven't purchased a car from Choices I have a good opinion about them. I think they are very
professional and I liked they way of doing business. They didn't seem shady like other dealers
I've been to. I spoke with Wayne, who was very helpful and informative about both the vehicle I
was interested in, as well as COVID-specific procedures. Had what I was looking for Good price
under bluebook Was in out under 3 hrs including Test drive. Easy and fast Good experience.
Robert over at the s location helped me and my wife buy this awesome Jeep. He was amazing
and very thorough with everything. He did a great job!! Never recommend this dealership I
drove an hour to look at this truck they knew there was something wrong with it and let me
drive it anyways completely unsafe to be on the road. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Image Not
Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Private Seller: Andrew. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User.
Private Seller: John. Europeans did this to us. They made us crave the Ford Focus RS, a
street-legal rally car with way too much turbocharged power driving the front wheels. Read

more. On the upside: the Ford Focus RS is a sleeper - the ultimate car in the hot hatchback
category. With multiple driving, suspension, and stability control modes, this car is competition
ready right from the factory. Handling is razor sharp. The car sticks to the road like glue. All this
from a four-door hatchback that seats five passengers and h I would say the car is fun to drive, I
drove the version that had the Sony sound system which was excellent. Manual transmission
was great with positive engagement, although the clutch similar to the mazdaspeed 3 which
shares the chassis engag Best Hot Rod I every had and I am 76 year old. Back roods no-one
could stay with me, inter state MPH. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford
dealers in Chicago IL. Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in
Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. They contacted me promptly, but it was sold before we made up our
minds. Really like this color and model, please contact me if any more come up. Messaged back
and forth, as car I was looking for was gone. After Agreeing to give them a chance to find me
other options they stopped responding. We had an appointment set up but the vehicles battery
was dead and we couldn't even test drive it. Great dealership. Great communication! I have had
many questions and request and they tried to accommodate all my requests that they could. As
I am waiting for my Subaru Ascent, we became interested in a vehicle for our son and
purchased that during this time. Everyone we talked to was very nice, returned texts and phone
calls. I highly recommend them! Thank you, Kari D. This vehicle sold before we got there, we
could not make a deal on the Lariat, the salesman was great though! Peyton from Crater Lake
Ford contacted me by text, email and finally by phone. He was very informative, helpful and
convincing. The Hyundai Accent I inquired about had been sold, however he quickly assessed
my needs and recommended a Toyota Prius that just arrived on their lot. He sent me a personal
video, pictures and information in an email. I became very interested in a car I had not ever
considered. The truck sold, but they were very clear in communicating that information, so I
didn't waste my time and could move on in my search! Great experience ,helpful staff, no
pressure. Dallas M was super to deal with. Highly recommend this dealership. Called , and was
very efficient! Hopefully will have the car by Monday Delivered for free!!!! Quoted a price via
email, but then started playing the games, and wasn't willing to negotiate. Pretty disappointing.
Even though I haven't purchased a car from Choices I have a good opinion about them. I think
they are very professional and I liked they way of doing business. They didn't seem shady like
other dealers I've been to. I spoke with Wayne, who was very helpful and informative about both
the vehicle I was interested in, as well as COVID-specific procedures. Had what I was looking for
Good price under bluebook Was in out under 3 hrs including Test drive. Easy and fast Good
experience. Robert over at the s location helped me and my wife buy this awesome Jeep. He
was amazing and very thorough with everything. He did a great job!! Never recommend this
dealership I drove an hour to look at this truck they knew there was something wrong with it
and let me drive it anyways completely unsafe to be on the road. The current Focus has
remained a fine-looking car since its debut for the model year and after a mild refresh for ,
especially as a hatchback. Ford Performance did not exaggerate the Focus RS into some
half-wit tuner experiment. An angry open-face grille features real metal mesh. Similar function
applies to the decklid wing, fat dual exhaust pipes, and fender flares. The showiest bit might be
the blue-painted Brembo brake calipers popping out from behind the gray-painted spoke
wheels. The RS has Recaro leather seats with microsuede inserts and a flat-bottom steering
wheel, both adorned with blue contrast stitching and blue RS badges. Also included: aluminum
pedals and RS door-sill trim, a trio of auxiliary gauges oil pressure, oil temperature, turbo
pressure , and two new buttons by the shifter, one to select drive modes, the other to disengage
traction and stability control. Normal Focus models make you wade through several screens on
the instrument cluster to switch off DSC. Everything else looks good, alright? We visited Palmer
Motorsports Park on a sunny, degree afternoon, the perfect conditions for a turbocharged
engine desperately trying to keep itself cool and a set of Michelin Pilot Super Sport tires that
must keep warm. This is a 2. The all-wheel-drive system can route up to 70 percent of power to
one rear wheel, and together with a rear axle that operates like a limited-slip, the Focus RS is
always secure in the most nail-biting situations. Like the Nissan GT-R and other sports cars
costing twice or three times as much, the Focus RS encourages you to dip into the throttle early
before exiting the turn. This is a recipe to spin a traditional sports car with rear-wheel drive. But
this little Ford splits the power so immediately that any slipâ€”and any mistake by the
driverâ€”is easily corrected by overdriving the outside rear wheel or sending additional thrust
to the front axle. The short wheelbase and quick steering with loads of road feel help out. Even
with four people aboard, the Focus RS is so balanced and predictable at the limit that it would
take a fool or a teenager to upset the chassis. All that sideways surge comes courtesy of a 2.

While there is noticeable lag below 2, rpm, when you feather the clutch at higher revs from a
dead stop, the engine pulls as hard and uniformly strong as a naturally aspirated engine.
Activate launch control, and the RS will invite you to dump its clutch at an absurd 5, rpm. Shift
throws are short and accurate. Gear ratios are nicely spaced, and the clutch spring is heavy.
And the active exhaust with backfire pops at every upshift? In this car, I am Travis. But all this
hot-rod gear will screw up your commute. That clutch is difficult to modulate in traffic and
always puts your left calf muscle to work. Get on some bad roads, and the suspension will
remind you how bad they are. As practical as an all-wheel drive hatch might seem, the Focus RS
requires a daily back readjustment. The Focus RS is a small car with tight legroom, tight
headroom, a tight cargo hold, and super tight seats that press the air out of your lungs when
turning. When you get past the size, everything is simple and easy to use, like the Sync 3
infotainment system. Radio and climate controls, the steering-wheel buttons, gauges, storage
spacesâ€”no complaints. You can drive the Focus RS like a normal Ford. Sync 3 is leagues
away from MyFord Touch, the laggy, buggy interface Ford levied on us all for years. LED
headlights, taillights, and running lights look sharp and clear. The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety has not tested a Focus hatchback but tested the sedan. It scored the top Good
rating in four out of five crash tests save for an Acceptable rating for the small frontal overlap
test. There are no driver-assist or crash-prevention technologies like auto-braking on any Focus
model. An all-new Focus is coming for that will likely include those features plus a stronger
body shell. Spending 40 grand on a small car without a luxury badge will prompt questions
about your financial risk, except the Focus RS is holding resale value like a Porsche. Due to
high demand and limited production, most Ford dealers are selling the Focus RS at well over
sticker price. This is a race car in an ordinary wrapper. A Volkswagen Golf R is more refined but
not as fun. Those are high standards, and the Focus RS has no problem meeting them. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. Image Not Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Private Seller: Andrew. CarGurus
Pay. CarGurus User. Private Seller: John. Prepare yourself for a furious little Ford with
giant-slaying performance and a luxury-car price tag. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Excellent seller, approachable and honest.
Vehicle exactly how advertised and very fair pricing. Quick and efficient sale would definitely
use again for future purchases. I sopke with the dealer and organised to go and see the car the
next eveningi really wanted that car to wich he agreed. The next day when i called he told me
sorry but he sold it to his daughters friend. Very desapointing. Perfect, couldn't ask for more
Definitely use Cruz cars again. Excellent choice of good quality car's Small to large Prices not
to be missed very reasonable Highly recommend You won't be disappointed. I bought ny
present car off them great service lvly car no probllems with it i decided to see what cars were
for sale because i trust them. Can't fault these guys. Car as described on website. Responded to
all enquiries within a couple of hours. Thank you. Not very responsive, replied once, as was
very interested in purchasing thus car!! I left messages and phoned up but nothing!! I went and
purchased another car to lack of wanting my business!! No complaints was not pushy answered
all my questions very helpful when I asked for help with taxing the vehicle. Highly recommend.
Very pleased with the Service i have got from the company. They are very quick at responding
happy to help with your enquiries. Overall i am very happy with the service very polite staff.
Looking forward to getting my car. Customer queries were answered politely and promptly.
Helpful and responsive. Simon Replied to my enquiry the same day , We arranged a meeting at
his show room , Meeting was held under strict Government guidelines, Simon was very friendly
and helpful , We ended up buying the Range Rover Sport , Many Thanks Kevin. Quick response
to my initial enquiry, organised the part exchange and collection very efficiently. Never
responded but noticed it was the same place I bought my previous car which I had no trouble at
all with so went and had a look round and bought a different car from them. We'll help you find
great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and a vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars in their area. Once you're ready to
narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, gearbox, variant, days
on the forecourt, drivetrain, colour, engine, options and deal ratings. And if you only want to see

cars with a single owner, recent price drops or photos, our filters can help with that too. Used
Ford Focus RS for sale nationwide. By car By body style By price All makes All models. All
years to All years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first.
CarGurus user. Request information. Why use CarGurus? Ford Focus in Birmingham 1 listing.
Ford Focus in Edinburgh 1 listing. Ford Focus in Glasgow 1 listing. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Directed me to their own website where they had
more details which answered my questions. Fantastic service from Ashtons. Car was in great
condition having being valeted to a high standard. They dealt with an oversight on the service
with great speed and corrected the problem instantly. Would recommend. Good
communication. Initially, no pictures were available as the car I was enquiring about was due in
shortly. However, salesman managed to obtain some and emailed them to me unexpectedly,
and so the car I was about to dismiss, became top of my list! I bought the car through click and
collect. Glynn was very helpful with the sale giving me lots of helpful advice for after care.
Highly recommend this garage. Received a phone call from the dealer who was very helpful and
informative. Was contacted again later and they sent me a personalised video of the car. Good
close up shots of all of the car inside and out. Well pleased with the service. Excellent service,
great communication both online and phone. Drove the miles to pick up the car and part
exchange my own and upon arriving was offered tea or coffee before getting the deal done,
overall it took probably about 20 minutes in total and I was back on my way, highly
recommended. Very poor. Extremely poor. The person had to stay longer to do that and we
could test drive. Next day changed his mind to sell. We ended up buying a brand new one.
Excellent experience very easy and relaxed atmosphere was a pleasure to purchase this car ,
and really appreciate the follow up call the day after ,. Great service and so easy top deal with, I
recommend them wholeheartedly. They achieve the great balance of friendly yet ultra
professional. Very helpful and attentive staff and great cars for sale. Overall, a very good buying
experience. Recommended seller. Response in reasonable time frame. Still working on which
car so will call back if interested. Fantastic Dealer.. Would Highly Recommend Car was like new
when i collected it. Fantastic customer service and really friendly without being pushy. Will
definitely be using them again. Excellent service David was excellent a lovely car done all he
could to make it a good all round experience thanks. Very helpful on phone told me about the
cars history looking forward to seeing the car soon. Very good experience, after some problems
my fault with the paperwork for my old car. Pleasant staff and the transaction was handled well.
Very friendly. All round very pleasant experience. We bought the car , will be picking up on
monday. Dealer got back to me the morning after I emailed I emailed out of office hours. Was
interested in the vehicle but had to wait on pictures going up. Happy they contacted me so
quickly however. Dealer responded within a short time to ask if I was interested in arranging a
viewing. I never took the opportunity to view the car but I thought it was good to see a quick
reply to a potential buyer. This dealer was very helpful and responsive, just a bit disappointed
that there are still no pictures to accompany this vehicle yet. We'll help you find great deals
among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and a vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, gearbox, variant, days on the forecourt,
drivetrain, colour, engine, options and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops or photos, our filters can help with that too. Used Ford Focus
RS for sale nationwide. By car By body style By price All makes All models. All years to All
years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus user.
Request information. Image not available. Why use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. First response was fast. Asked another question
through text and it took days to answer. Lithia Hyundai of Anchorage has been one of the best
Dealerships I have ever worked with. This dealership went out of their way to solve what could
have been a big problem for me. I'm very grateful for them and how they treated me. I would
highly recommend this dealership to anyone wanting to buy a car. Contacted about pricing on
truck to negotiate, emailed back pretty quick to attempt to get me to stop by. Explained I lived
an hour away and if the price was firm then I wouldn't want to waste a trip. Have not received a
reply back since. Didn't purchase the vehicle because it didn't have what I was looking for. The
young lady who helped me saved me a 5 hour trip by providing additional pictures and
information. Edin was an awesome salesperson! Very professional helpful service from start to
finish. Had transmission issues did not even want to discuss issues with car stay away. I was
pleased to see the car out and ready for a test drive. I was given the opportunity to inspect the
car. Stacia was very kind, informative and a pleasure to work with. Overall, it was a very positive
experience. The vehicle is a piece of junk. Absolutely horrible experience. My truck is at a

mechanic getting a new motor as we speak. Test drive by appt. Only made appt. Then told
couldnt test drive unless I was ready to buy first and run credit app prior. Hard location to get to
on the corner of busy intersection. Family owned by young couple they were nice but turned off
by the whole test drive situation. If I ever am in need of another car, I am definitely coming back
here. They were inviting and had great customer service. Ended up buying different hummer h3
after talking with sales associate. Very helpful and very attentive. Would highly recommend. The
dealer was very helpful and honest regarding all aspects of the vehicle condition and
cooperative regarding the purchase. Great dealership and amazing people! Everything went
smoothly and great. Will definitely purchase from them again. We had a great experience! They
were very quick in responding and were very helpful. Bought my car somewhere else, but only
because I preferred the color. I would not recommend trying to purchase a vehicle online. I was
in contact with who I assume was the internet sales manager for 4 days waiting to receive a
quote. While I waited the vehicle in interest was sold and I never received a quote for trade in.
We test drove the vehicle; we were looking at several. The one we looked at was a great price,
but it was owned by a heavy smoker. Service was still wonderful! Great response and have been
very good at emailing me answers to all the questions I have, even after I have contacted them 3
times on 3 different cars. Tom has been wonderful to work with so far. As versatile as
all-wheel-drive AWD crossovers may be, some car buyers simply want a small, efficient car that
will serve as a reliable daily commuter without breaking the bank. For model years through , the
Ford Focus was one option those folks could consider. Introduced as a successor to the Ford
Escort , the front-wheel-drive FWD , 5-passenger Focus debuted in three body stylesâ€”sedan,
hatchback, wagonâ€”with power coming from a fuel-efficient 4-cylinder engine. Over the years,
the car was improved with more features, updated styling, and increasingly impressive
performance models. Our reviewer recognized the car as a performance bargain with some
ergonomic limitations, and he gave it an overall score of 7. CarGurus also tested more
mainstream Focus versions for the model years, awarding those cars overall scores of 7. Pros :
Handling latest generation , varied body-style options and trim levels, fuel economy,
performance models Cons : Tight interior, layout of controls and instrumentation, complicated
infotainment system, transmission issues. All examples featured an all-new chassis with torque
vectoring engineered to improve handling, and a new 2. Depending on the configuration,
transmission choices included a 5-speed manual or PowerShift dual-clutch 6-speed automated
manual. A Focus Electric model debuted, as well, offered in limited markets and with a driving
range of about 75 miles. The Focus greeted the model year with a broader availability of the
5-speed manual transmission. More importantly, Ford launched the Focus ST hatchback with a
sport-tuned suspension, 6-speed manual gearbox, and turbocharged version of the 2. Minor
changes followed in , but brought a mild refresh with revised exterior styling, highlighted by a
front end more closely resembling the Fusion sedan. Available under the hood was a new
horsepower turbocharged 1. For , the Ford Focus was treated to an updated infotainment
system, and buyers could couple the 3-cylinder engine with the automatic transmission. On the
opposite end of the spectrum was the all-new, rally-inspired Ford Focus RS with its standard
AWD system and horsepower 2. The sole transmission choice was the 6-speed manual.
CarGurus tested the Focus and recommended the SE hatchback as the best configuration, yet
noted that the competing Hyundai Elantra provided buyers with a better overall value. In its last
2 years of availability in the U. Ford discontinued the Focus after Though this generation of the
Focus had plenty of strengths, two significant mechanical issues should be noted. Some Focus
RS models, for example, suffered from failed head gaskets. Ford covered any related repairs
under warranty. More widespread were complaints about the automated-manual transmission,
particularly for model years Drivers had problems ranging from irregular shifts to complete
transmission failure, which lead to a class-action lawsuit being filed. Ford provided an extended
warranty and made improvements in later years, but many Focus owners were left with nothing
more than a faulty transmission. The EPA suggested drivers would see up to 32 mpg on the
highway. Traction control was added in A 5-door SVT hatchback arrived in , followed by an
available horsepower 2. The Focus changed little for the and model years. By , the Focus was a
little long in the tooth and ready for a bit of cosmetic surgery, so Ford responded with more
noticeable styling changes and the introduction of a 2-door coupe. A 4-door sedan continued to
be offered, but the wagon and hatchbacks were gone, as were the SVT and ST models. What
remained was a rather bland Ford Focus with either or horsepower depending on transmission
selection , and an EPA highway rating of 35 mpg. The coupe saw a few more nips and tucks for
and was dropped after The Focus sedan was carried over through , which marked the end of the
first-generation model. Even in , when the Focus was being discontinued in the U. For
perspective, Honda sold more than , Civics that year. Competitors for the Focus changed a bit
over its year run, with the Chevrolet Cruze and Dodge Dart being two that suffered the same fate

as the Focus. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Ford Focus for Sale Nationwide. All
Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford Focus
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. Request Information. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Rajesh. Redmond,
WA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Authorized Ford Dealer. Pros : Handling latest generation ,
varied body-style options and trim levels, fuel economy, performance models Cons : Tight
interior, layout of controls and instrumentation, complicated infotainment system, transmission
issues Model Generations Ford Focus: 2nd Generation Last redesigned for the model year, the
second-generation Ford Focus was available as a FWD 4-door sedan or 5-door hatchback in S,
SE, SEL, and Titanium trim levels. Read more. For as red-hot and competitive as the
economy-car segment is, success in this corner of the market is based on some pretty
mundane variables. It comes down to things like fuel economy, price, number a. Engineered in
Europe, built in Michigan, and available in a variety of configurations, the refreshed Ford Focus
is a more sophisticated automobile than many people likely expect. Forget what you. Still rolling
on a redesign that saw it noted as the w. Ford Focus Reviews Review. Incredible value for the
money. I love my Ford Focus. It has been one of the most reliable cars I have ever owned. I have
had mine for 8 years. The only things I have had to do to it is regular oil changes, fluid fills, and
replace the brakes and tires once. The only thing I would say needs to be improved is that it
could be a more quiet ride. I think the Focus is underrated. You get some of the same qualities
as higher priced vehicles but at cheaper prices. It also has a smooth ride and handles great! Im
very pleased! Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford
dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers
in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in
Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Initially
spoke with Scott about a used vehicle. He was quick to reply at first. Then slower. Then not at
work. Then slower yet. Then I never heard back from him at all all. He stopped responding all
together. They must collect cars and not want to sell them I guess? Just an OK experience. One
of the biggest issues I had was they told me they were FIRM on the price of their auto and
wouldn't budge while we looked over the car I was then told they didn't know that was going to
happen I don't buy it. I actually bought a car 2 days later from another dealership. Very helpful.
This unit was sold. They have a coming in, which could meet my needs. Price was as
advertised. I will consider them when I purchase my next vehicle. Dealer I spoke with made
every attempt to answer my questions however did not answer whether or not they took
trade-ins and by the time I got ready to ask again, the car had already been sold. It was a good
deal on the car and I knew it wouldn't last long Still, a good experience with Car Gurus. Great
customer service. Very friendly and helpful with the purchase. Will definitely recommend and
buy from in the future. We did not buy a car from them because my wife found a car locally she
liked. However, based on my experience with them I feel like they are fair minded and a
reputable dealer. I would not hesitate to buy a car from them or recommend someone to them.
They are very nice! Sent all the information I asked for and more. They responded very fast.
Excellent communication. The vehicle was just as described and what I was looking for. I
bought the vehicle and took it home the same day. Everyone was courteous and professional. I
did not have to wait around, everything moved quickly thru the process and the vehicle was
clean, serviced, and ready to go! I would recommend this dealership. As versatile as
all-wheel-drive AWD crossovers may be, some car buyers simply want a small, efficient car that
will serve as a reliable daily commuter without breaking the bank. For model years through , the
Ford Focus was one option those folks could consider. Introduced as a successor to the Ford
Escort , the front-wheel-drive FWD , 5-passenger Focus debuted in three body stylesâ€”sedan,
hatchback, wagonâ€”with power coming from a fuel-efficient 4-cylinder engine. Over the years,
the car was improved with more features, updated styling, and increasingly impressive
performance models. Our reviewer recognized the car as a performance bargain with some
ergonomic limitations, and he gave it an overall score of 7. CarGurus also tested more
mainstream Focus versions for the model years, awarding those cars overall scores of 7. Pros :
Handling latest generation , varied body-style options and trim levels, fuel economy,
performance models Cons : Tight interior, layout of controls and instrumentation, complicated

infotainment system, transmission issues. All examples featured an all-new chassis with torque
vectoring engineered to improve handling, and a new 2. Depending on the configuration,
transmission choices included a 5-speed manual or PowerShift dual-clutch 6-speed automated
manual. A Focus Electric model debuted, as well, offered in limited markets and with a driving
range of about 75 miles. The Focus greeted the model year with a broader availability of the
5-speed manual transmission. More importantly, Ford launched the Focus ST hatchback with a
sport-tuned suspension, 6-speed manual gearbox, and turbocharged version of the 2. Minor
changes followed in , but brought a mild refresh with revised exterior styling, highlighted by a
front end more closely resembling the Fusion sedan. Available under the hood was a new
horsepower turbocharged 1. For , the Ford Focus was treated to an updated infotainment
system, and buyers could couple the 3-cylinder engine with the automatic transmission. On the
opposite end of the spectrum was the all-new, rally-inspired Ford Focus RS with its standard
AWD system and horsepower 2. The sole transmission choice was the 6-speed manual.
CarGurus tested the Focus and recommended the SE hatchback as the best configuration, yet
noted that the competing Hyundai Elantra provided buyers with a better overall value. In its last
2 years of availability in the U. Ford discontinued the Focus after Though this generation of the
Focus had plenty of strengths, two significant mechanical issues should be noted. Some Focus
RS models, for example, suffered from failed head gaskets. Ford covered any related repairs
under warranty. More widespread were complaints about the automated-manual transmission,
particularly for model years Drivers had problems ranging from irregular shifts to complete
transmission failure, which lead to a class-action lawsuit being filed. Ford provided an extended
warranty and made improvements in later years, but many Focus owners were left with nothing
more than a faulty transmission. The EPA suggested drivers would see up to 32 mpg on the
highway. Traction control was added in A 5-door SVT hatchback arrived in , followed by an
available horsepower 2. The Focus changed little for the and model years. By , the Focus was a
little long in the tooth and ready for a bit of cosmetic surgery, so Ford responded with more
noticeable styling changes and the introduction of a 2-door coupe. A 4-door sedan continued to
be offered, but the wagon and hatchbacks were gone, as were the SVT and ST models. What
remained was a rather bland Ford Focus with either or horsepower depending on transmission
selection , and an EPA highway rating of 35 mpg. The coupe saw a few more nips and tucks for
and was dropped after The Focus sedan was carried over through , which marked the end of the
first-generation model. Even in , when the Focus was being discontinued in the U. For
perspective, Honda sold more than , Civics that year. Competitors for the Focus changed a bit
over its year run, with the Chevrolet Cruze and Dodge Dart being two that suffered the same fate
as the Focus. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Ford Focus. Email me price drops and new listings for
these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Pros : Handling latest generation , varied
body-style options and trim levels, fuel economy, performance models Cons : Tight interior,
layout of controls and instrumentation, complicated infotainment system, transmission issues
Model Generations Ford Focus: 2nd Generation Last redesigned for the model year, the
second-generation Ford Focus was available as a FWD 4-door sedan or 5-door hatchback in S,
SE, SEL, and Titanium trim levels. Read more. For as red-hot and competitive as the
economy-car segment is, success in this corner of the market is based on some pretty
mundane variables. It comes down to things like fuel economy, price, number a. Engineered in
Europe, built in Michigan, and available in a variety of configurations, the refreshed Ford Focus
is a more sophisticated automobile than many people likely expect. Forget what you. Still rolling
on a redesign that saw it noted as the w. Whitson-Morgan at Ozark. Riverside Autoplex of
Poteau. Ford Focus Reviews Review. Incredible value for the money. I love my Ford Focus. It
has been one of the most reliable cars I have ever owned. I have had mine for 8 years. The only
things I have had to do to it is regular oil changes, fluid fills, and replace the brakes and tires
once. The only thing I would say needs to be improved is that it could be a more quiet ride. I
think the Focus is underrated. You get some of the same qualities as higher priced vehicles but
at cheaper prices. It also has a smooth ride and handles great! Im very pleased! Why Use
CarGurus? Ford dealers in Fort Smith AR. Ford dealers in Fayetteville AR. Ford dealers in
Muskogee OK. Ford dealers in Russellville AR. Ford dealers in Tulsa OK. Ford dealers in

Conway AR. Ford dealers in Arkadelphia AR. Ford dealers in Joplin MO. Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Taylor was amazing to work with. I ended up
with this truck the same day! I was so amazed about how fast and easy this experience was. I
would definitely recommend anyone to give Steve Landers Kia a visit. Truck only had one key
was told they would pay for second key. Sales guy reached out and was friendly. Pricing could
have been better. Followed up on lead. As versatile as all-wheel-drive AWD crossovers may be,
some car buyers simply want a small, efficient car that will serve as a reliable daily commuter
without breaking the bank. For model years through , the Ford Focus was one option those
folks could consider. Introduced as a successor to the Ford Escort , the front-wheel-drive FWD ,
5-passenger Focus debuted in three body stylesâ€”sedan, hatchback, wagonâ€”with power
coming from a fuel-efficient 4-cylinder engine. Over the years, the car was improved with more
features, updated styling, and increasingly impressive performance models. Our reviewer
recognized the car as a performance bargain with some ergonomic limitations, and he gave it an
overall score of 7. CarGurus also tested more mainstream Focus versions for the model years,
awarding those cars overall scores of 7. Pros : Handling latest generation , varied body-style
options and trim levels, fuel economy, performance models Cons : Tight interior, layout of
controls and instrumentation, complicated infotainment system, transmission issues. All
examples featured an all-new chassis with torque vectoring engineered to improve handling,
and a new 2. Depending on the configuration, transmission choices included a 5-speed manual
or PowerShift dual-clutch 6-speed automated manual. A Focus Electric model debuted, as well,
offered in limited markets and with a driving range of about 75 miles. The Focus greeted the
model year with a broader availability of the 5-speed manual transmission. More importantly,
Ford launched the Focus ST hatchback with a sport-tuned suspension, 6-speed manual
gearbox, and turbocharged version of the 2. Minor changes followed in , but brought a mild
refresh with revised exterior styling, highlighted by a front end more closely resembling the
Fusion sedan. Available under the hood was a new horsepower turbocharged 1. For , the Ford
Focus was treated to an updated infotainment system, and buyers could couple the 3-cylinder
engine with the automatic transmission. On the opposite end of the spectrum was the all-new,
rally-inspired Ford Focus RS with its standard AWD system and horsepower 2. The sole
transmission choice was the 6-speed manual. CarGurus tested the Focus and recommended the
SE hatchback as the best configuration, yet noted that the competing Hyundai Elantra provided
buyers with a better overall value. In its last 2 years of availability in the U. Ford discontinued
the Focus after Though this generation of the Focus had plenty of strengths, two significant
mechanical issues should be noted. Some Focus RS models, for example, suffered from failed
head gaskets. Ford covered any related repairs under warranty. More widespread were
complaints about the automated-manual transmission, particularly for model years Drivers had
problems ranging from irregular shifts to complete transmission failure, which lead to a
class-action lawsuit being filed. Ford provided an extended warranty and made improvements in
later years, but many Focus owners were left with nothing more than a faulty transmission. The
EPA suggested drivers would see up to 32 mpg on the highway. Traction control was added in
A 5-door SVT hatchback arrived in , followed by an available horsepower 2. The Focus changed
little for the and model years. By , the Focus was a little long in the tooth and ready for a bit of
cosmetic surgery, so Ford responded with more noticeable styling changes and the
introduction of a 2-door coupe. A 4-door sedan continued to be offered, but the wagon and
hatchbacks were gone, as were the SVT and ST models. What remained was a rather bland Ford
Focus with either or horsepower depending on transmission selection , and an EPA highway
rating of 35 mpg. The coupe saw a few more nips and tucks for and was dropped after The
Focus sedan was carried over through , which marked the end of the first-generation model.
Even in , when the Focus was being discontinued in the U. For perspective, Honda sold more
than , Civics that year. Competitors for the Focus changed a bit over its year run, with the
Chevrolet Cruze and Dodge Dart being two that suffered the same fate as the Focus. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Ford Focus. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Pros : Handling latest generation , varied body-style options and trim levels, fuel
economy, performance models Cons : Tight interior, layout of controls and instrumentation,

complicated infotainment system, transmission issues Model Generations Ford Focus: 2nd
Generation Last redesigned for the model year, the second-generation Ford Focus was
available as a FWD 4-door sedan or 5-door hatchback in S, SE, SEL, and Titanium trim levels.
Read more. For as red-hot and competitive as the economy-car segment is, success in this
corner of the market is based on some pretty mundane variables. It comes down to things like
fuel economy, price, number a. Engineered in Europe, built in Michigan, and available in a
variety of configurations, the refreshed Ford
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Focus is a more sophisticated automobile than many people likely expect. Forget what you.
Still rolling on a redesign that saw it noted as the w. Riser Harness Ford. Trotter Ford Lincoln.
Ford Focus Reviews Review. Incredible value for the money. I love my Ford Focus. It has been
one of the most reliable cars I have ever owned. I have had mine for 8 years. The only things I
have had to do to it is regular oil changes, fluid fills, and replace the brakes and tires once. The
only thing I would say needs to be improved is that it could be a more quiet ride. I think the
Focus is underrated. You get some of the same qualities as higher priced vehicles but at
cheaper prices. It also has a smooth ride and handles great! Im very pleased! Why Use
CarGurus? Ford dealers in Little Rock AR. Ford dealers in Conway AR. Ford dealers in Pine
Bluff AR. Ford dealers in Searcy AR. Ford dealers in Russellville AR. Ford dealers in
Arkadelphia AR. Ford dealers in Monticello AR. Ford dealers in Jonesboro AR.

